Beyond the cultural myth of medical meritocracy.
We examine the cultural myth of the medical meritocracy, whereby the "best and the brightest" are admitted and promoted within the profession. We explore how this narrative guides medical practice in ways that may no longer be adequate in the contexts of practice today. Narrative analysis of medical students' and physicians' stories. Hierarchies of privilege within medicine are linked to meritocracy and the trope of the "hero's story" in literature. Gender and other forms of difference are generally excluded from narratives of excellence, which suggests operative mechanisms that may be contributory to observed differences in attainment. We discuss how the notion of diversity is formulated in medicine as a "problem" to be accommodated within merit, and posit that medical practice today requires a reformulation of the notion of merit in medicine, valorising a diversity of life experience and skills, rather than "retrofitting" diversity concerns as problems to be accommodated within current constructs of merit. Three main action-oriented outcomes for a better formulation of merit relevant to medical practice today are suggested: (a) development of assessors' critical consciousness regarding the structural issues in merit assignment; (b) alignment of merit criteria with relevant societal outcomes, and (c) developing inclusive leadership to accommodate the greater diversity of excellence needed in today's context of medical practice. A reformulation of the stories through which medical practitioners and educators communicate and validate aspects of medical practice will be required in order for the profession to continue to have relevance to the diverse societies it serves.